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TIME - I did the IB, I 
survived, so my time 
management is pretty 
damn snazzy. If that 
fails, I have like 12 
contact hours a week 
so lots of ‘optional’ 
reading, what better 
way to procrastinate 
than designing some 
g o d d a m n t - 
shirts!?!!?!?!?

SOUL SWAG - I wear clothes like 80% 
of the time and someone once asked 
where I got my jacket from, so that’s 
something??? I bought the boonie, so I 
must be cool, right?

MIND - willing to 
dedicate a massive 
amount of time to 
learning Illustrator, 
and looking forward 
to it, if given the 
chance. That shit 
looks fun, and ngl, 
designing shit is fun 
too.

SPACE - Not the fastest on the slopes, 
but I can churn out ideas like butter, and 
we got some already there, what else do 
you need on the slopes - flasks, if 
supreme can do bricks why can’t 
we?!?!?!

Y k w h a t s r e a l l y c o o l , b e i n g o n 
warwicksnow exec, and, some would say 
I’m perfectly balanced, as all things should 
be, therefore I’m the perfect person for the 
job. The hardest choice requires the 
strongest wills which is why I’ve decided to 
enjoy uni whilst being on the most ice cold 
exec on campus (actual quote from 
OutKast).

POWER - M8 I have many powers, such 
as my innate ability to make dope 
looking army skins (cheers DoW) and fix 
ugly looking things (looking at you 
Skyrim, also you Fallout New Vegas). But 
yeah, spending most of my childhood 
doing designs for video games and fixing 
textures to the point I cant play them 
anymore, and some cool-ass emblems 
for CoD, I got some creative eyes. I also 
designed an entire play, set, costumes 
the whole shebang (fuck you ib drama).

REALITY - in reality (get it??) I’ve worked 
in a library which is kinda sucky, defo 
gained some skills there, customer 
management, working with different 
branches, trying not to tell the old lady to 
fucking google it when she asks you how 
to print, yk the usual stuff. Also, love 
some decent fucking food, and fancy 
food looks great, so got an eye for detail 
there too. You ever played sports? I 
have, and designing tour kit is the best 
ever which is why I always had an input.


